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“Ziegler was instrumental not
only in finding a qualified
successor for Harmony, but
introduced the Wisconsin assisted
living community to a rapidly
growing and well-regarded public
company like Ensign.”

Mike Smith
Partner and General Counsel
Harmony Living Centers, LLC

This client’s experience may not be representative of
the experience of other clients, nor is it indicative of
future performance or success.
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CLIENT PROFILE

Headquartered in Menomonee Falls,

Harmony is a privately-held corporation

co-founded by Guy W. Smith and his son

Mike. The portfolio is one of the largest in

the state and includes 17 CBRFs and three

RCACs totaling 761 units, and has built a

strong reputation for providing quality care

for Wisconsin seniors. In January 2007,

Ziegler helped Harmony negotiate and

complete a $100 million sale-leaseback

transaction with Wakefield Capital in

which Harmony continued operating the

portfolio but sold a substantial majority of

its real estate holdings. The communities

are now part of a master lease structure

with Ventas, Inc., (VTR) a public real

estate investment trust. 

THE ZIEGLER DIFFERENCE

Ziegler served as the exclusive advisor to

Harmony in the sale and transfer of

leasehold interest and operations to

Ensign. Ziegler worked closely with the

senior management team to determine

probable value, market the business to

logical and qualified operators, navigate

issues related to lender and landlord

consents, and negotiate definitive

agreements. Ziegler secured multiple

proposals to acquire Harmony

operations. As part of the transaction,

Ensign assumed the long-term master

lease, which includes an option to

purchase all of the real estate. The

acquisition was effective August 1, 2015.

“It was a terrific opportunity to

transition the facilities to a company

with a strong reputation for quality,”

stated Mike Smith.


